Schirra Orbits 6 Times in Capsule; ’Flying Beautifully’
Bulletin

!retro-rockets were jettisoned, eaI.,sing the heat shield to protect
night,
RaFiat
Fr of 10 pm.
Ice- astronaut from the fierce heat
11.-1,11-11111.111(
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dio Kltt..
re-entry.
cuter
V.
1CINtr11.1, 11...1 astronaut
He
completed his fifth orbit by
a United
$1. Srldrra it ii,. alward
12:44 p.m. PDT.
aircraft carrier
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The aircraft carrier Kearsarge
teeuteI for flonoleilii, is loo, he
111 rece15.- ext.-m.1%c ph.lcal :and six destreyers stood by to pull
two from the seu.
checkups after Ids
and in/Adad
Se-filmes triumphiva venture be.r11111 trip around the 14orld. 1
gan at 5:15 a.m. PDT when an
l Atlas rocket sleeved his Sigma 7
CAPECANAVERAL,
1PeeF
Walter M. Stearns’s! spacecraft into the sky.
i
.,..iseratt splashed down in the
The astronaut’s "Ilallelujah!"
loran at 2:28 pan. PDT yesterday shout when he was told after
the
orbits
of
six
its
eiloyving
three orbits to go ahead into his
fourth and try for six was his
easel.
It iii countdown and launch ’ most emotional reaction of the acre close to perfection. Schiiries Flight up to then.
,..mment on the performance of I
He had been calmly cheerful
tyeeteen cabin was: "She’s fly - throughleo his first three elaritits.
a’ beautifully."
CRY
TRIVMPD
thefired
Astrenaut Schirra
But his response te
sis
a! ikitig rockets on his spacecraft
e 2.07 p.m. P1./F, starting the orbit y,o-ahead was a cry tel sheet
triumph.
.:desiel re-entry process.
The capsule appeared to be 011
ta. warmer position with its blunt I
forward when the rockets igreed to slow it down.
seeonds later, the pod of spent

cent of the hydrogen peroxide fuel. through space at 17.560 miles an
with which Mercury spacecraft hour.
are centrolled in orientation.
The six orbital flight blazes the
Gn.uncl
oliservers here said ’mace trail for 24 -hour flights next
Schin as flight appeared to he the- year- and the much longer Gemini
finest in thee history of the Merc- and Apollo missions culminating in
ury man -in -space program. Beth the landing of men cast thee meen
I prelatinete cceenefewn
and
the before 1970.
Few a while his space suit tem.
launch asset were (Nee to perfec’retaliate ruse a bit too high, caust tun
Repeatedly tie hie early orbits ing sweat to bead his lips. But he
Si telo a reverted "everything be got it under control and reported
t,teseti
a new space wend mean- he was comfortable.
In each circuit of the earth,
ing sem,"
Schirea flew through alterhate
In the- course of his third orbit
night and day, cad] lasting about
Schnee had a lunch of specially;
95 minutes. Once in daytime heinepared foot put up in squeeze,
reported the sun was "peeking"
into his capsule. During one of
his night he reported the moon
SHIPS SIGHTS CRAFT
"just to the left eel me."
A liaeking ship in the Indian,
At the conclusion eel lo,, second
aasen reported his bell -shaped
orbit, St-hit ra told Glenn, staticeted
eseseeraft became visible in the,
at the Point Arguelle, Calif.,
ra> ,,f the sun, a rare occurrence.’
tracking station, that "1, toe, see
The ship relented Sigma 7 was
eilmest as Nieto as the plant
The Telstar communicsatien ’att.
Schirra made the go-ahead pos- Vetius."
feline relayed pictures of Schirra’s
sible by strictly conserving his jet
Schirra ticked off the orbits on! prelaunch preparations and the
control fuel supply during his ear- . schedule, completing the first at liftoff of his Atlas rocket for disly orbits. When he went, into his , about 6:45 a.m. PDT and the sec- tribution in 17 Western and 9
fourth circuit he still had 90 per! ond at 8:15 an : as he hurtled Eastern European nations.
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Daily Needs Mass Interviews
Set by ASB
Postcards
For Open Jobs
From Cyclists

The Associated Student Body
will attempt to fill some 32 positions on 12 ASB committees and
boards in a two-day "mass interviewing" session, Executive- Secretary Bob Weers announced earlier
this week.
Applications for the positions.
available in the College Union at

Calling all cyclists and scooteros: An exact count of your numPete is necessary in order to coorelate efforts being made through
oe ASH Student Council and the
Sin Jose City Council to secure 315 S. Ninth St., must be returned
esed parking facilities for your
by tomorrow to allow enough time
for the scheduling of thee interAll that is needed is your name. views, Weers said.
t,Ireste type of vehicle and ASH
The interviews themselves esi:!
.rd number tin it postcard.
take place Monday and Tice.!
P- ’in’ spaces around eampus
from 1 to 5 p.m., he said
wet fele automobiles, not
.
The "mass inter,
A spokesman for the
tern, according to Weer
eta analyst’s office at City Hall
innovation which will all., .
is requested the- census of motor
fill all of our committee poson.,
..,xiteers and cycles being driven
early in the year" instead of exa San Jose State students.
tending them late int..) the seOnee it has Nen decided how
mester.
-ace’s there actually are,
The system will consist of sev’--on possibly be made to
eral interviewing committees optheir parking, the erating simultaneously, he said,
enabling applicants tee he- interear postcards with the viewed for several committee. poT1
information to, Spartan sitions in one afternoon.
lose State College, San
Sheleres will not have to sign
up for a specific- interview time.
Weers stated. Candidates shellad
come to the Union between 1 and
5 p.m. on the interview day, he

Hillel to Discuss
Judaism Tonight

iiee
Judaism: will be
male] .IINt’USSI011 at to. tt.eseting iit the }fillet Club.
, will hear a talk ten the
ein Rosenfeld.
ItIe
will le at 8 p.m.
the
pined Student Cent28; S . Market St.
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said.
Deadline, for applications for
committee pest faculty -student
lions will le Thursday, Oct, 11,
said %Veers.

II? Function Tonight
Ise,. littlest ’sail R e.,’
t
l lens elih
will hold its first rush function ci f
in, semester tonight al 7.30 in
\leakier Hall
The meet is open to all interested students and especially those
in industrial relations and personnel management.
Purpose of the- function, according to Bob Farnquist, club vice
president, is to introduce students
to the club, and its purpose and
act isit les.

world wire
CAMPUS CALN1S
Mies. .111 t The- University of Mississippi began
P’"11114 Neer., James Meredith, 29, through routine aptitude tests
P’sterrlay and otherwise attempted to bring sonle semblance of normalcy back to the strife -tern campus
But mops guarding against a further outbrenk of violence remained and had to break up a small demonstration shortly after
midnight when a group of students threw necks and bottles and
cala.xled firecrackers.
Meredith was driven to the Lyceum Building nbout 8,30 a.m. fins
aptitude tests. Registrar Robert Ellis said all new %neigh’s must
like the tests
and said they would have no hearing on Meredith’s
aldy to remain as a student
OXFORD,

1411,AST KILLS 20
was hurled ,
NEW YORK cl’Pro A basement boiler exploded and
thruugh an tipper Manhattan telephone ciffice beading yesterdae
eaneonimie eneesing walls and ceilings on scores of young ,
At least 20 were killed and tethers were trapped in the
ear

Frosh Elections Today
SJS freshmen were scheduled to go to the polls this morning
to choose nine students to lead the Class of 1966 through the
year.
Voting booths, located in front of the cafeteria, are open
entil 4:30 p.m. today and will be open from 8:30 to 4:30 ti,MOTTOW.
Twenty-nine freshmen are vying for class president, vice
president, secretary, treasurer, interclass council representative.
and the four representative positions to the Student Council.
Tom Reynolds, Duane Kime, and Tony Pagan are contesting the top spot, while Karen McEntire and Art Slmburg arc vice presidential hopefuls.
Ginger MacLennan. Barbara Dunn, Jane Scott, and Leslie
Sears are candidates for the secretary pease
Five freshmen, Anne Preston, Tom Bye, Margaret McCelelm, Amy Mine, and Jim Barger, are seeking the office et
treasurer.
candidate: are Reed Maiviardt and l’.ehet.I., Worth.c

prepared; instead, he diveil,
of his troops to naive on t
assault of Moscow.
Lake Ladoga provided the eity
with an escape hatch to bring in
supplies to the starving meltetion. The people hied 400 trucks
running back and fewth tea-- ’Ii. ’
lake when it was frozen ii:
the German fire, oe,t I
if
M.rean.
Dr Morgan focused his talk
the vonditions of the city it,
during the unique siege. "Limn grad was ordered to hold out
all costs. This meant all eat.
eluding the lives of thee ,
population."

When you’re reading this book,
.
don’t know whether to cry or
jump oft a bridge," declared Dr. ,
Glenn G. Motgan, assistant professor of Neitical science at yesterday’s 12:30 boek talk in the
Spartan Cafeteria.
Dr. Morgan reviewed Leon ,
Goitre’s "The Siege of Leningrad"
for his standing -room -only audience with quotes from the book and
slicks of maps to emphasize his
remarks.
Goure’s recently published book
repats the events of thee German
army’s 14154-day siege on Leningrad
beginning in September of 1941. ’
-This buiik is not basically a I
milit;try hist.wy." emphasized lhal
C(FNIDITIFFNFI BAD
merean. "The locus instead is .00
The horrible conditions in t,
11". ’’" during the siege," he, city were emphasized. Because III.
celee
people had no focal or fuel, they
t.,i me- Leningraders were died in thee streets. Goitre, esGoure during his plaited Dr. Mergan, "presents
r eh for the nar- , fascinating story of what happen.
-"itch included study of to the behavior ot people when
unpublished German military doeu- starving to death."
He pointed out ’hilt people wire
ments and diaries found on dead
or raptured soldiers on the Len- would never think of stealing would
ingrad front.
reach for a dead man’s ration card
without a second thought.
UNIQUE IN ills’entee
Dming the 900-day siege, the
"The Siei_iv of Leiiiivriii1 ts unique,
in modern history," said Dr. Mor- city was enntrolled by orders from
gan. He pointed out that the city Ntoscow, he said. No matter how
was not in any way prepared for had the renditions were in the city,
the attack since it did not have te the people never touched the goyernment warehouses because of
supply cif fond or fuel ter such
the severe penalties.
emergency.
Dr. Morgan attributes the Si’
The German army did not take
the city when it had its chance, he viets successful resistance not only
said. and coultint occupy it when to the great control exercised by
it wanted to. Hitler did not want the Red leaders, hut the pride the
to take the city at the onset cot people had in their eitY.
Goure, a senior staff member of
the ,irgr when Leningrad was un--the RAND Cooperation. hits else
written "Civil Defense in the Sit.
Union"
Neat Wednesday. Dr. Charles NI
aselline tin le:nem, campus Lars e n, assistant professor eel
yearbook, residences’ contracts isi mathematics, will review Carl I.
Fraley. Oct. 12.
Becker’s "Freedom and ResponsiLiving groups that would like bility in the American Way of
to he photographed awl haven’t Life." The review is sehedulM for
receives! (entrees should contact 12314 in moms A and B ,.f thee
LaToire, staff, .1117.
cafeteria.
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Picture Contracts
Due for LaTorre

r

,’

%I
trat tic 1,
Tomorrew is the last clay to,
11,I,
,
.on.111.
drep classes %salami questions ..r
Versa?
pen’tIon W111,11
al
st it’, F:I UNDF:R11.11’
Nevelt ice, Dean el the College’
severs the Sit Josi Stal. campus
At pieositi. liamann related, a
Gilbaugh reminded sin-, as the Mississippi Rite!. divides
575,000 traffic survey IS being
II 015,
the nation
is in the speolight
niack by Wilbur Smith and A.ssoAl
Alter
Friday, t’lassi.S may be again.
ciates, a national survey organizadropped only "when evidence is.
San Jose City Manager A. P.
;tresented which substantiates ser- Hamann and Mayor Robert I. tion, and the San Jose City Counfactors over ehich the stu- Welch told the SJS Student Coun- cil.
"We have to look at the whoa,
a has no control.
cil yesterday they would propose
area and, after we learn the facts,
"II . imperative that students to the San JOSe City Council the
.ve’ll have a bett.r ideii of what to
evailac
ntell factors as health. "temporary" closing of Seventh
, Wilbur Smith
dot maybe
I soil]’
outside wiwk-. Street. tend, Nesibly, the swoon
and Asseicialfsi rerOMMChfl closet subject matter of San Carlos Street bordering the,
load, le
ing Seventh Street permanently,
campus.
:end thee
- :a> Oct. 5." emmaybe not at all," said Hamann.
"Hut," said the city manager.
oheez....laugh.
Mayor Welch declared that he
s
.1ropping classes ma> "the solution is not in closing the
would like 10 see City Manager
the
study
of
detailed
Iceeidairiet from the Registrar’s street until a
!Hamann "make a strong recomSan Jose master plan. pedestrian
throuith Fridess
mendation to the City Council that
Seventh Street lee closed on the
Haste; that the colle_te would prole and put up the harriers."
S.IS President John T. %Valli’ twist has .n.treeed to do this. Welch

Council Nixes Arizona Trip
For Spartan Marching Band

Full Audience Hears
r. Morgan s Review

eN) I

capsule Sijea 7 arc,J-d the earth
.’erday to double the efforts of his
predecesscrs in the Mr-- -ry space project, John
Glenn and Scott Carp,
day, rceo- six times r

San Jose Mayor Seeks
Seventh Street Closing

Class Drop
Deadline
Tomorrow

Spartan
eic

SPACEMAN Walter M. Schirra, a Navy commander with nerves of steel, is America’s
latest space hero. The astronaut, shown here
with technicians as he tested his space suit Mon-

A $6,900 alloeation to the San
Jose State liand 101 a t,11) t. the
SJS-Arizona State had ball game
was rescinded by the Student
Council yesterday. and approximately tell hand members stud :led trout the coohed chambers.
Aeeltr(hillt to ASH Vice Prosilent Steve Larson, the money-.
the- band Nat year, was
.
eh with the understanding that
nation-WI
the band woced areinee
heiiiketii. Since
lor local tele%
’ ale arralli.telllent 40 i.. n10 Mad,
t1.11.11
t he.
tend he allocat ion.
till lia.iek said
ASI; l’ii’stil,’ti
a,attdv recommend
!tuft he may
Another trip tor the band tit a
of Ill,’
i

Civil Engineer
Speaks Tomorrow
At ASCE Meet
.
Antericau -,
,ers ,As.
111,
C.._ :it their
toinerrew at Si. ill
0.1

V.eted to extend trom
to Friday interviews for ASH
..7.1 tee positions.
\tended for tvvo weeks discttrusttrung
the Stairtacamp e’ornm it tee select sin melees,

nic
III

:!

Ea)’’, Oteeell
The salleteet
le. "Civil lanaineering and the Cement Industiess.- All .e engineering students ale invited to attend.
Kay is thee senior civil engineer
for Permanente. He has been em ployed by the teempany for almost
seven years.
ife iseeived a B.S. degree in in engineering from Penn
State lammed> and a ii.E. degree
In ’tract enetneerine !rem Youngstown e nlversity, rounestown,
cm,

Homecoming Queen
Applications Due
.1 a
is the !dial
1 lomeerning Queen alga le it 1.41,
will be accepted, aceerchne
. Phyllis Smith, Queen ehairman.
avadalele in the
Applwations
I
Activities Office. Arini24’2. Forms
must be returned by 4 lint to
’renitence’

11111WrIAV,

A Scholarship Bill which iv, iii
allow sl .100 in Student Body
hinds to be used fer 10 SI00 actedar hips was eonselered for the
seeond time by the Council. The
bill would provide that the 10
scholarships he distributed through
the fall and spring semesters Final action will he taken next week.
In other action, the Council:
unanirneusly t.o make
Voted
the Sparbin Programs Committee
in officitel ASH committee.
Heard .lay Thorwaldson. nek Ty -appointed AS14 Infermaticon I Ifficer explain his Motes and tell
of a eeekly
s let ter IA 111011 11,
is initiating in the near tutor.,
Six hundred copies of the newsletter. which will give inforneition
concerning student per:onnel, ’a ill
Is’diStriblited to college lit ing vein-

Doris Day Stars
In Friday Flick,
’Tunnel of L.ove

sI k

i
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is relaif.,1 1,i the !ley: San Jose
W;ty syStern Which
etosse si y
cc hell1;-; MIltilliereft by the State
Leaislature. The freeway route is
still undraermin.e1. said Hamann.
’,.urD11 ean’t make sud"Tiw
den deeisien, t., ’,neve the traffic
prelate]: the dewntown and em,i:II eaS dre big traffic problems.
-The freeway is designed tic
iii in and nut.- he (emeritus’. -lait nee problem is ’where.
It, we eircul t me’ pill. Where do we
yark yew’ "
A master plan , the college will
he submitted te the City Council
by the State College Weird of
Trustoes. A meeting of the two
eroups is scheduled for Oct. 18,
said Hamann.
But there is more to the Sm.tenth Street elesine than simpl>
the favorable attitude ef the San
.1’ cue’ Map /I and city manager.
Ilamann and Weleh will propose
the temporary closing to the City
hut that may not be until
-after Thankseivinee remarked
Welch.
mernlers are still returnine from atlfl leaving tor vacations. he Said. And there is a
Hamann
"strirrw, pila a I hilil
stated, that the Council may not
agree with their rec-ommendation.
-We’d like the temporary closing
Med tee find out wheie we’re goInt: After we learn thee results of
the sursey and the location of the
freeway, we’ll he able to take action
Srvc Larson. ASH viee-president, \as -visit pleased that City
Mayor
and
Mamittpr
Hamann

The Senior claaospononed Is Isl. clay Flicks will present "Tunnel
of Love." at 7:30 tern. in Morris
Dailey Auditorium. Admission will
, be ’25 cents.
The plot involves a commercial
I
I artist and his wife who hay.
children. Through various meana.
thee try to obtain a tot.
weieh visited with us. It shows
Richard Widmark, Doris Day !hal the vt loss inL, 1.,sition of San
and Gig Young star in the quick- Jose State is impressing the mem- paced comedy involving the couple bers el the (Owned.
when the artist tries to sell his
’Their main ’,Nem is for Sea .irtoons to some New N’.a k -type enth Street.- he ;oldeii.
tot te the Sit; nii,serflent for
Se’ve’nth Street closure, Larson
oated that "we will rontinue our
planned program to close Seventh
Or
ereet, either temieratily or perlaken todas
La Torre
., Merit IV "
Ii
tie
12311
p...d
and
a.m.
fr
11111.
r
the
from 2 to 4 p.m. in
l’hotririt still he taken en
t Is
511 Callipli Mail toOth
11.10,
-first-ser.41
e
..
proper nilolre,., l being 11011 f.br
%S MI on I. 1,000 freshmen being
ci 11111114.31 time oats in the (
photographed.
Ninth
lege I Ilion. 31.
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2SPARTAN DAIL!

’Weaker Sex’ Wields
Stronger Political Power?
By United Press International
Women have long been hiding
behind that "weaker sex" label
but the truth is out today -- politically speaking, they are far
stronger than men.
Authority for that is Mrs. Margaret Price, vice chairman of the
Democratic National Committee.
who is in California drumming
among men and
up support
for Democratic party
women
candidates in the November
election.
’FOCIR-MILLION EDGE
"There are four million more
women of voting age in the
United States than men." she
told a Los Angeles press conference. "And in California there
are 173.000 more women of voting age than men."
These women, she said, are of
voting age, but whether they
vote or are even eligible to vote
is another question.
"You don’t register to vote by
sex," she said pointedly,
Mrs. Price, formerly of Ann
Arbor, Mich., but now a resident of Washington, D.C.. said
there is an increase in women
candidates for public office "at

the local level for jobs such as
county clerk."
WOMAN PRESIDENT?
Will there ever tw a woman
president, she was asked.
"Why of course." replied Mrs.
Price. "But women have to take
an increasing responsibility in
the political arena before one
can be president. You just don’t
jump from the precinct level to
the presidency."
Mrs. Price is presenting the
Democratic case to Californians
but the Republicans are not
without their campaign on the
distaff side.
Mrs. Pat Nixon. wife of the
Republican gubernatorial nomince. today launched a three-day
swing through Southern Callfornia, addressing groups of
women gathered at "coffee
hours."
She started off in Bakers.
field where husband. Richard,
stages a three-hour question -andanswer telethon this evening.
During the "Chat with Pat"
schedule, she will address about
4.000 women and travel about
500 miles. according to Nixon
campaign headquarters.

U.S., S. Vietnamese
Thwart Red Advance
By PHIL NEWsOM
UPI Foreign News Analyst
In a command headquarters
near the edge of Saigon last
summer a South Vietnamese
colonel used a pointer to locate
on a military wall map the town
of Ban Methout.
"Here." he said. "is where a
year ago the Communist Viet
Cong intended to cut South Viet
nam in two.
"Since the coming of the
Americans that plan has been
abandoned."
Ban Methout is a key road
junction close to the Cambodian
border and almost exactly midway between the rich rice-growing delta to the south and the
17th Parallel which divides South
Viet Nam and Communist North
Viet Nam.
The colonel explained that
militarily the plan had been first
to sever South Viet Nam at the
midway point, then to bring
pressure on the capital of Saigon from west, north and south,
and finally to force upon South
Viet Nam a Communist -style
neutral government.
This week, President Ngo Dinh
Diem of South Viet Nam announced that his troops had gone
over to the offensive against the
Communists.

clear and hold." meaning that
it clears out pockets of Viet
C’ong resistance and then sends
in administrators whose task is
to educate the people and attempt to hold the land thus won.
In this sense. then, the South
Vietnamese have gone over to
the offensive and vast American
aid, which includes thousands of
American advisers, has upset the
Communist timetable of conquest.
But a Communist advantage is
their ability to shift quickly from
one pressure point to another,
whether it be political or military.
COMMUNIST GOAL
One goal is to force the United
States into another Geneva conference such as the one which
set up the still questionable neutrality of Laos.
To this end, the Communist directed
"national
liberation
front" sent a delegation to Jakarta where it reportedly obtained from President Sukarno
of Indonesia endorsement of
their "just" war against American imperialism.
Complicating the situation further is the irritation of Thailand
over U.S. promises of military
aid to Cambodia. The Thais
hinted that their own strong
pro-Western stand may in the
future also switch to one of neutrality. Nothing could please the
Reds more.

CLEAR AND HOLD
It is an offensive of airborne
thrusts in an operation called

Attention, all witty, urbane college students:

MAKEs25
"Crazy Question!"

woulde

try

oforu

hi!or,ou,

50 CASH AWARDS A MONTH. ENTER NOW. HERE’S HOW:

First. think of an answer. Any answer. Then come up with
a nutty. surprising question for it, and you’ve done a
"Crazy Question." It’s the easy new way for students to
make loot. Study the examples below, then do your own.
Send them, with your name, address, college and class.
to GET LUCKY, Box 64F, Mt. Vernon 10, N. Y. Winning
entries will be awarded $25.00. Winning entries submitted on the inside of a Lucky Strike wrapper will get a
$25.00 bonus. Enter as often as you like. Start right now!
rTHE ANSWER:

Bashful Man Guards
Goal for Soccer Club
Editor:
Last Friday, at Spartan Stadium, I witnessed for the first
time the poor-man’s version of
footballthe players can’t afford pacLs or helmets. The number of players was about equal
to the number of spectators:
surely a future university can
do better than that! Perhaps

LESTER ON
STU FLANSBURG
GEORGE MARTIN
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News Editor
. . MANUEL ROBLES
Office Manager
DAVE NUSBAUM
Sports Editor
JOHN HENRY
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Copy Editor
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Fine Arts Editor
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Society Editor
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book

RULES: The Reucen H Donnelley Corp. will judge c-itises on the basis of
humor (up to kJ), clarity and freshness (up to 1/2) arid appropriateness luo
to 1e), and their decisions will be final. Duplicate prizes will be awarded
in the event of ties. Entries must be the original works of the entrants and
must be submitted in the entrant’s own name. There will be 50 awards
every month, October through April. Entries received during each month
will be considered for that month’s awards. Any entry received after April
1963, will not be eligible, and all become the property of The American
Tobacco Company. Any college student may enter the contest, except em.
Wayne% of The American Tobacco Company. Its advertising agencies and
Reuben H. Donnelley, and relatives of the said employees. Winners will be
notified by mail. Contest subject to all federal, state, and local regulations.

THE ANSWER:

THE ANSWER:

Due to a typographical error
there exists some confusion as
to my position on the recent
poll regarding a name change
for this school. I maintain that
the concern shown over the
proposed name change shows an
Utter unawareness on the part
of the students of this institution for the far more important
issues of this world and this
campus. The purposes of this
institution of higher learning,
and the goals of students, would
be in no way affected academically or socially even if the name
were changed to South San
Francisco Junior High School.
Students (if there be any herei
take a long look at Berlin. at
Washington, Moscow, India,
Cuba, and Mississippi: take a
longer look at Ross Barnett,
Nixon, Brown, Castro, and Edwin Walker. Look long and hard
and for Heaven’s sake . . .
WAKE UP!
Tony Hyman
ASB A15/43

Editor

ENTER LUCKY STRIKES’ ZANY NEW
the

’Wake Up, Students,
And Look at World’

Entered as second class matter April
24, 1934, at San Jose, California, under the act of March 3, 1879, Member California Newspapers Publishers
Association. Published daily by Associated Students of San Jose State
Collage except Saturday end Sunday,
during college year. Subscription accepted only on a remainder-of-semester basis. Full academic year, $9: each
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The question is: WHAT
’,ARETTE SLOGAN HAS THE INITIALS GL ttt-,w . .
tttsw? No quetiOn about it. the taste of a Lucky spoils you for other cigarettes /
This taste is the best reason to start with Luckies ...the big reason Lucky smoker,
stay Lucky smokers. This taste makes Luckies the favorite regular cigarette of
college students. Try a pack today. Get Lucky.
Pmluct

’SPUR Candidates
Qualified for Office’
Lititiir:
The forthcoming frosh elections are of prime importance in
setting the tone of interest in
campus government for the class
of ’66.
Every freshman who wants to
make his vote count for something should start by examining
the background or experience of
the candidates he is considering.
Because it is difficult, if not impossible, to investigate all candidates thoroughly, a knowledge
of the groups which hack them
can give some indication of what
each candidate stands for. The
ideal type of candidate backing
should come from a non-partisan
organization, composed of many
experienced people in student
government, whose sole interest
is in pioviding qualified candidates with the benefits of organizational resources. On this
campus, only SPUR fits that
description.
SPUR is a campus political
organization with a well established reputation for picking

kr;1.1

Research Projects
In Store for Wrifer?
Editor:
After reacting the le!,
Edward L. Browning, I
would do well by apply..
self to at least three
projects in the areas of history,
geography, and semantics, as
suggested by the titles Ixdow:
It "18th Century Iniliv
ism in the 20th Century."
21 "Oppressive and fiyolicrit.
ical Governments: Their Names
and Locations."
3) "Cliches: Do ’1’11,y
Mean Anything?"
D. If. Mixon
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qualified students for
This year, as in the pa,!.
plicants for positions on
SPUR ticket were caretv
screened and interviewed.
result has been a slate id 0,,
ceptional freshmen to 1.. seated for the voters’ C..,
Lion today and tomorro%,
The choice for freshman r.
president, Duane Eime,
outstanding example. As a fo
er trosh class president. my
derstanding of the duties of ir
office is perhaps better U.
average. Duane is emine:.
qualified for the position s’
which I have become
This first election in
important one. Only
contestants should be v.
ious attention. SPUR r;,:
are qualified.
Jack Perkins
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a
four-bagger
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The other ten players are constantly on the run, never calling
for a rest period. Perhaps they
can’t delay the game because
the lights art turned off at 10.
At any rate, the way they can
kick, push, or shove that ball,
or bounce it off their heads one head per player - is really
fascinating, exciting, and lowcost entertainment. The players
must have stamina, long legs,
and hard heads.
One other thing the players
need is a laiger cheering section.
Now that you know all about
the game, why not plan to attend on Friday at 8? Oh yes;
bottle-carriers and card-throw-

400 South First St.

THE ANSWER:

THE ANSWER:

the sparse Spartan attendance
is due to a lack of knowledge of
soccer; so I will try to explain
the basic points.
There are 10 men in skivvies
and one bashful one who wears
a size 72 shirt. He doesn’t use
Dial, and has to stand alone near
the goal -post (0 guard the fish
net hanging therethe opponents are always trying to kirk
a ball through the net. None of
the players seems to be allowed
to touch the ball with his hands,
but this bashful one often grabs
the ball and quickly kicks it before the referee can "catch"
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By KEITH TAKAHASHI
Exchange Eclitor

College Campus Woes

low ad the greatest problem. W hit the nation’s campuses
skive
,tudent riots is the lack of student parking space.
Splashed iwer the front pages of eollege publications across the
e complaints of overcrowding in the parking lots. illegal
a’
and gargantuan traffic tiesups.
The University of California at Los Angelus hues problems
similar to SJS A recent traffic snari.up brought home the effects
of the recent construction strike which halted campus construction
of student parking facilities.
The All -Student Council of the Unit ersity
Kansas iecently
rroposed a hilt to limit the number of on -campus parking spaces
per organized house.
urban design consultant for the University of Oregon. Lawrence
Lackey. ensisions a closed cam ms at Oregon, with all intersecting
streets closed to through traffic.
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The University of Oregon recently him! Lackey’s firm, which
specializes in traffic and ranking studies, to submit recommendation to the school, Included in the plans are parking
facilities which would have play
decks on top for tennis courts,
similar to those at the Berkeley
campus of the University of
California.
Lackey also proposes to disperse major parking favilities to
place them ran the edge of the
campus to avoid automobiles
is ithm the eampus.
TRIMESTER: VES OR NO?
should colleges be open the
year around?
Campuses around the nation
are examining the possibility of
switching over to the trimester
plan. This would add a third
semester to the presently scheduled two-semester academic year
The advantages of the trimester system as listed by several college publications and
erhwaiors warrant this change.
Buildings and facilities which
are in partial use during the
summer months would be utilized
the year around.
The continuation of courses
throughout the year would, for
some, eliminate periods of intellectual idleness.
Students who wish In enter
into their professions as soon as
possible would gain by attending school the entire year.
Working students would not
have to fight the customary
summer flood of job applicants.
The disadvantages of the trimester system list the plight of
the student who wishes to transfer to another school which does
not have that system as foremost.
In this case the student will
have to wait, perhaps for several
months before he can enroll in
another school.
Students who are memhers of
the Ready Reserve would he hard
Put to keep up with their military obligation which requires an
annual summer training session.
Similarly affected would be
student governments and (argan’.
7:items who have members who
are in the Reserves.
One major danger, according
to Pepperdine College’s publication. "r;r:tphic.- is that outside
pre, -.I -a. 111 the form of parents
’it ill force students
or socici
who ale either financially or
iali sically incapable of carrying
a full load of t’lasses during lb. -
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au at
that stage tsi,..ae you’le looking
into sarious major areas of
study take note lit the need far
male majors in the occupational
therapy department.
The SJS occupational therapy
department feels that a lack of
knowledge of the relatively new
field is responsible for the
dearth of male majors in that
area of stiuly. Statistics lot this
semester indicate that the department’s female-male ratio is
approximately 100-1 a .100 -0Mell
f011 r men’s.
Mrs. Doris Cutting, assistant
professor of OT, senses that the
men are missing a good bet for
an interesting, diversified and
rewarding careet. "The rapidity
of promotions for men %%ith the
proper training’’ she said, "is
second to none."
PROMOTION CLAIMs
Shc hacked ui. her rapid promotion claims with some actual
instances
At latasi two giarIlltirei of the
1957
have reached the
workin.;.levi I tap in the fickl.
15
One It a- 1111
. Iris
upenr,.1 w I, licia’,
the ne, I a.I, 1

School of Future
Urged to Expel
Report Cards
wAsiriNGT(IN

i 111,
Students in the next deelite !night
very well stud.. in a sehool that
has no wind,It, no grades
and yipee
no report cards!
Such expectations are based on
experimental studes now under
way on building design, teaching
tools, changes in eurriculum.
Changes around the corner, as
authorities at the National Education Assoeiation reports
include:
Classrooms of different sizes
If the "team teaching" method
becomes popular, schaiol buildings will have to he changed.
Teach teaching %yin require large
rooms for use when the entire
elliss vet., totzeliliN’ arid
ones (fir ff:11:111 Lfiff fltif ftlf
.111 ri:.
Televisiffn
Nr., la -11.
number of
now as a toirrilitug
,e,
Tape recorders I
helpful in teaching foreign languages. recorders HOW are being
used in conjunction with Slides
tittrl films to provide a runnin.!
commentary for the ear to mateli
visual stimulus.
Tests. There will maloulttedly be fewer outside tests, already under fill- from sebool
administrataws. It’s wasteful to
give so many tests, the administrators say. because many duplicate measurement of the same
thing academic ability.
Grades. An articulate group
of educators, whose niimber is
growing, says that groupin:: !...pils on the hasis ral age is ill,.
since inte alone has littIiwith the level of ability id

Hungarian Pianist
To Perform Sunday
.\ piano recital
In,. a.
Schubert
.-it of
Bartok :and Liszt. will he
aftei.nisin at
i itan Marik, Ifungarianbor..
1st, at Villa NIontalso.
rat oga.
Ii American cm- .1 graduate of
r.,. I ...it eitnservatory in
and %vas a pupil of
,onteinporary (-wino 1,11.
,
She has rowel-It/v(1 in nat,.1 if
the imyx(rectit Vol...peal) mossy
oenters and performanees an this
(*wintry have included appearances in Nest Y. irk all4 I %Vasil -
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their particular idea

parialise when they inspect the
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facilities. on The fourth floor of
those promotions." Mrs. riittitc;
pointed out. "is initiatie and
the unlialting :ability to make
decisions.’’
The military also, has recognized the value of oreupational
therapy in getting a patient
back on his feet. Military careers as commissioned offitayrs in
the recently -------it ’al Medical
Specialist corp’t. awaits both
male and female OT graduates.
The occupatainal thetabY
iieulutn is ha asy rin the health
sciences anal occovitional skills.
Besides the s:aence... as
match
emphasis :is possitle is sty e(ed
on such subjects as iccteat ion,
art, twine
. ;
and socialogj

the library.
There, on nattier!: new

turn.

tables and asu-phones they can
listen to the greatest works of
music and literature.
But that’s just the beginning.
The SilS ices ted library contains recording, on bistor3’,
ewe and the whole vast field of
the social sciences.
Miss Stefa Simokaitis. head .if
the musie department in the
library. said that most students
even those who know id the
record collection. seem to he tinaWare of the other recordings
a%ailable.
HUGE

COLLECTION

said the library nosy !WI
.
ihction of lti.117 records. in
at ...am to 1:45 tape -

1 1:Xl\i\o,

(IASI( NI
1, it
nine r
,littical
lit-for,’ tlaa
ta lakt
1.5

The tailk of the

6/111ildS: faclksones trOM CoaSt to
ciia,t, and accounts of the pony
express, the steamboats and
Ninon% figures in American desel..pment.
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Science education recordings
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biolipiry, atomic science. heaith
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Giants Rally in Ninth To Beat Dodgers!
, San Francisco vs. New York

Ford May Start
in Series Today te

In Series Opener Today
,
111:11
11:1(i lie
1,111Thef1(1 aWay. NF. 1.1101..11141 111(1
1,1111,1 III 11%I.
the second run on Him may
Jim Gilliam flied out to Willis’
chuck }tiller kingled arid so rot
Giants e:111:11 11’10111
:Slay- in ,enttar field for the see,,oil
to ....mai on the third Dodger
the
’bird moo,
oIt , With two down, the lhoger,
erver id the hlmnhitli. ’1 he Midget,.
slettal t’,. Los
sent up their act pinch hitter, Lee
walked V. ill ii %lap.
Ail . - Dodgers 6.-1 yvsterday.
li, keep their hopes alive
and Orlando Cepetia hit into a
Tiii iiiants %vent ahead of the
l’teree w.t Walls to 113. 4.111 1..
ito.h;ers. hist the lead and then
double 11110 to said the inning.
1:1.1 it ..cntertheir first
sored
c
The Doikdil
came back in the ninth to win
the light to meet the New York run in the fotirth inning as the old
Yankees today in the Vl’oiIrl Series pr,, Duke Snider. lead off the inrim_ IS It a double. Tommy ISavis
t’andlestick Park.
-in. led tii send Snider to third
it skill be a tired Giant club
55.11
flood out to short
that tiiert the 1 aitkees :us I lue:s
right field with the runners holding
were loreed to use all it their
their bases.
pitchers to defeat the Dodgers
Snider scored as Erank Howard
itt three games.
III I.- Billy Piewe came in. in hit a ball to second base, Davis
’a ninth inning. 1,, hold the jtodg- up the double play and Snide,
ers after the Giants had scored time into (’hock Hiller to break
Phone 298-005
LA its first ruts.
four runs in the top of the ninth
in
1Altli the Giants ahead 2-1
to go ahead.
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Ralph Houk of the Yankees
PROBABLE STARTERManager
has tentatively named his ace left-hander Whitey Ford to start
the first game of the World Series today. Ford is the most
successful pitcher in Series history with a 9-4 record. He has a
string of 32 scoreless innings in World Series action still going.
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Spartan Aquamen
Play Tribe Friday
In League Opener

((11,1.. RATES

;
1.4xikine
, ’hob,c outings, Coach 1.4.
ity arm:it/tee ss :II

I win in
’s% don’s
1,)

To SJS Students & Faculty
T., Courses Fcr Your Conveo;enc.

P.TA.L.I HILL
GOLF COURSE
Pezi..:or1 $1 00
10 holes

III NI:11

1111

Manuscripts or for
Reproduction

\

Ness York Yankee team
rts the World Set ies will
;liar to baseball fans, Nhes;
;lie regulars played its 1.961;
mnst the Pirates and in ltitil
,inst Cincinnati.
till Skowron is still the Yank.
- ,_ idur first-lxiseman with es., ,I,1 Dale Long backing him u;
Little Bobby Richardson is still a
seeond where he has hellish th,
Yankees for the past few years.

11011\

19:01 .A11 J\ 41 .e

IBM Typing

l’he

,er as $6995

1"

-

in 1.\ ’,lid
...
’hi --de. mit .1 ,t.
seorelnsettutie
,.!,-M41 in Series play.
liie Yankees are in excoll,,n1
is it h clugiir Mickey
Mantle
,,, ,4st shape .1 his la11.01"
*

2

.i

CYPRESS GREENS
GOLF COURSE
Regulation
2600 yd
par 3

2 Miles South of Story Rd., on S. White Rd.

ir each te
,pritied Ulm!
!ritraliating
2 -1

their 1110130’
’

51 ati

111

1I1

11
1111

0::
1 hi’

all team play. Ile emphasizisi
’ sloppy passing and .1 sstal;

WANNW1Mellie

NEW YORK YANKEES
IBobby Richardson 2b
2Frank CrosettiCoach
6Cletis Boyer-36
7Mickey Mantlecf
8Yogi Berra -of -c
9Roger Marts -of
10Tony Kubek-in
IIHector Lopez -of
14Bill Skowron- lb
15Tom Tresh-of
16Whitey Fordp
19Bob Turley -p
21Ye. Clevenger-p
22Bill Stafford -p
23Ralph Terry -p
26Dale Long -lb
27Jack Reed -of
28Bud Daley -p
30Marshall Bridgesp
31Johnny Sate -Coach
32Elston Howard -c
34Phil Lins-ss
35Ralph Houk -Mgr.
36Wally Moses-Coach
38John Blanchard-cof
39.1m Coates.p
44Jim Hegan-Coach
45Roland Sheldon -p
42Luis Arroyo -p
56Jim Boutonp

third inning Maas the Dodgers literally thre,a the game assay ;ts it
turned out.
Jose Pagan led off with a single.
Pitcher Juan Mariehal tried to
saerifice Pagan to second hut was
kale on a fielder’s choice. John
11,,seboro’s pick-off throw went into
center field for the second
ot the inning to put runners on
111,1 and second with no one .,lit
Ilarsey Kuenn singled, dm im ill
t,i second
Paean. Kttenn wen1
when the throw hil
him and

MVP Award Race
In National League
Closely Contended

SAN FRANCISCO GIANTS
Dark -Mgr.
3Whitey Lockman -Coach
5Tom Holler-c
6Ed Bailey -c
7Harvey KuennIf
9Wes Westrum.Coach
I 2Jiw Daveriporl3b
14Carl Boles of
15Jose Pagan-ss
I8Don Larsen -p
19Billy Pierce.p
20Bob Nieman -of
21Ernie Bowman -21.
23Felipe Aloud
24Willie Mayscf
26Chuck HiHrr 26
27Juan Marichal p
28Bob Garibaldip
30Orlando Cpecla-lb
31Billy 0 Dell -p
33Jack Sanford p
34John Orsino,
37Stu Millerp
40Mike McCormack -a
41Maffy Aloserf
42Bob Bolin -p
44Willie McCovey If
45Jim Duffalo-p
45Larry Jansen -Coach

1 pennant He
.ind the
odd Serics stio lii today. it . ’one to look hack over
the seas..o tIll tr,o out cn it limIt
and piek the top play et s for the
exciting 1962 season.
The top assaill is the 7u1ps1
able Player Avskrd in both the National and Amerkan Leagues. The
big race will be found in the
National 1,emr,a; %shim,- three playhest oh -,I
ers seem to I , ,
551111- N!.c.
,1J.int, war
:
ano
dii race. ll’hen
II. limb s lost
mpe
Vl’hen hi ills playing it was a different
story
Sri ,,les Don-’ - I’ Ii
tit,
b many
alit I. Id

ioi,;

T11111111
Thell
silt h a
Ills used bla.teil ills
111:1 sin e
21111 homer et the year to put
the Dodger. ahead 3-2.
The Dodgers came hack in the
seventh inning to scare the fourth
rtin of the game. Maury Wills
so hit had it fabulous game with
1..1.11’ hits and three stolen bases.
singled after Ed Roebuck had flied
out.
NVills stole set-cinch and then went
;fossil Igo third for his third steal
,i1 the day. Ed Bailey’s throw went
into lett field with Wills SCOI ill
With the score 4-2 in the ninth.
the Giants fans downhearted,
!ilt GiallTS broke loose.
Matty Aiou lead off %sins a
sItigle. Harvey K ileum then hit
into :1 hove out. %kith a nian
ill tirs4 :mil 1111.1 OW. HIM /4:1111M
looked ill the hag Mr the Dodger._ isneiiiiik ssaitsed pineli hitter
Allt1IVMy :111(1 then loaded
the ham, ssith a us alk to Felipe
S11111.
NV111111 7.1:1,15 Singled 111 drive in
a run. Orlando (’epeda hit a deep
1111\ 1.1 10 1’1 g h t field to score
MeCove with the tying run.
The winning rim came avross as
Stan NVilliaMS walked Bailey and
Oaseni4,11 to force home a run.
Lii rro 1Surright hooted Das en ler to gist. the Giport’s gr
ants their kikth run.
Alvin Dark came back with 13illy
r,, in the ninth inning to hold
II
Dodgers. VVills lint
’Ind.! out to

Correct Dr

75.1:
2.ss

/’

Subscribe Now
at Half Price*
Distributed from
BOSTON
LOS ANGELES
LONDON
CHICAGO

Objective
News Reports
Constructive
Background Material
literary and
Entertainment News
Penetrating
Editorials
Cup this advertisement and re. I
turn it with your check or money
order to
The Christian Science /Aconite,
One Norway St, Boston 15, Moss

D1 Year $11 Ej 6 rnos. 55.50
.Thes special offer available to
college stuth tts faculty members
and college 1,brorots oso eligible,
when subscribing themselves.
P-Cf.

or Bleached Hair

If your hair is brittle, dry, or felling
from artificial bleaching, coloring or
s3n bleaching, let Tillotson’s hair
and scalp specialists give your hair
more body and luster. We also treat
dandruff, saws, stop access heirfall.
and promote new growth of thicker
and stronger hair in thin or bald
spots. Come in for a Ins, eternise then. First treatment $2,00.
5.0 irate dtpirti

sh.,.

.1i.1.11,11.
race ill me .%iiierieiln 1 ,.1.
belongs to otic. team as the MVP
Assoril itch flits to Miekey Nlantle
%% Ito lilted the Yankees lip when
’hey needed it.

Rates Reasonable

’Ill.-

1’0

r
Oat

men 8 women
and 10,11101
190,0.’00(
Ph 214 0545
201
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SPUR CANDIDATES FOR FRESHMEN OFFICES:

DUANE (1/..15

ART SIMBURG

Pre -A..1

VicePresidnt

JANE SCOTT
Secretary

ANN PRESTON

REED MARQUARDT
I C.0 Repres,

.

GEORGE DRAKE
ASB Repoisnt,.

LINDSAY HAUR
ASB Represent

SOUND GOVERNMENT DEPENDS ON YOUR SUPPORT. VOTE!

SANDY MARILL

MARK HUTCHINS

ASB Representative

ASB Rpresentative

Wife Alternates
As Football Widow, Fan
11:1 lit st
,.. honey :
1,,rge, expressive
lob
,nein to a slender
blue
curvaceous figure and there stare , Kay Bonillas, 29-year-old wife ,J
SJS quarterback Dave Bonilla,
A striking complement to !be
dark good looks of her hush:in.!
Kay is a true veteran at this business of being, alternately, a football widow and fan.
Although they have been or.,
ried only 10 months, Kay Ir.
been Dave’s "steady" since the:.
met as sophomores in high school
in Los Banos. Calif.
Eight years of football, including three years 01 varsity here,
have seen Kay cheering "at just
about every game I can go to."
When not attending those foot.
hall games. Kay works at the Paeific Telephone Co.. putting Dave
Take

!Jeer)

. het

or

Big Auto
Insurance Sawing: Announceri
woe..n and married men over

21: $71 Ism $13 dividend. or net
of $O (bated on current 17 per
cent dividend). Sinolai teem under
is: $252 lets $O dividend, or
net

of Vet.

ji0/20,000 Bodily Iiiiury Liability: 15,000
Property Darnaos and $500 Mdicai
Payments. Other coveragn at con,
P.yrnents con b
walk.
made once, twice or four Cm,., a
year. Call or write for full info,
nation to Gitons M. Campbell,
sea Maple Avenue, Sunnyvale,
SEgent 1.1741 (day & nits).

Get Your Head Out
of the Sand!
Many people don’t know the
difference between Socialism
and Communism. Do you? If
you want to find out visit the
SOCIAL LABOR PARTY
Germaina Hall, 261

N. 1st St,

through college. This is only a
temporary situation, claim both
the Bonillas, who are hoping for
a large family one day.
"We’re both from large famisays KJ,.
"Dave’s from

a

First Round
Of Tennis
Tournament

to
en
)1e,
Cl

the

enough exercise.

But Dave’s had
He doesn’t plan to play professional ball Kay says, "but if he
does, of course I wouldn’t say

LEARNING THE GAMEPert

Kay Bonillas makes an attempt
to learn some of the finer points
a forward pass from her

of
football-player husband, Dave. Kay maintains that she understands the game but "that’s about it." The young couple, from
in San Jose while Dave finishes his senior
Los Banos, are
year at SJS.

Jeff Faulkner Stars
In Freshman Win

Helmke

iii’

(

it.:14:11(t.

Newcomers who figure to make
cont ribut ions
are
tackle
Mill
Knnehe. guard Oliver McKinney.
Murphy and eenhall back H.
ter Dave Tiihey, a .sophomote

D.

Oregon will operate Ii’ ’rot
spread -T formation with a split
’ntl and a flanking back. Ir. a
system
that pi ,,,rnotes a wide-open
st,,le of play which has made Oregon an exciting team to watch.
The Sj, J.,ins V. . have a tough
the
. win ,Jf the
,

tg3.

Never too Crowded fi
No Waiting
-:$,Hours

State Soccermen
IMeet USF Dons
Here Tomorrow

babes wasted little time in taking
the advantage, as they scored four
times in both the first and second
period to race out to a commandlog 8-2 lead.
Bill Parker. Mike Hansen and
Allen Hubbard followed Faulkner
in scoring wit h two goals each,
Jim Bakley paced the losers is It ti
three scores.

6a.m. to I I p.m.

ED’S
LAUNDROMAT
497 N. 13+h St.

Jeff

lead

Self Service
Laundry
& Hair Dryer

percentage.

limlern(’ 1)rti,o Co.

’fij.
Ii"j
ili’sn
ea al" Id
oral occasions III
t

ANTHONY

CAMPAGNA,

Jr

Professional Pharmacists
.

effoajl’
The Spaitan yr.!11 1111;0S 51
host to a strong Stanfori 1
Friday night at 7::J0 in a 1,J,.
illary game to the 14.1S-Stanf-varsity meetin,

FARM AND FACTORY
LAUREL, ’Md. I UPI I
In the
Soviet Union. whieh tries tot Will
the $125,000 Washington. D.C. International for the fifth time II,:
Plagued by misfortune. San Jose
year, horse farms have 300 ma.
State’s soccer team will still be
horse factories have 3000 ma.,
seeking its first triumph of the
season this Friday evening when
they play host to the University
of San Francisco Dons at 8 o’clock
in Spartan Stadium.
Coach ,ittlie Menendez’ club,
which is winless in three efforts,
was weakened considerably by the
loss of goalie Slohodan Galeb in
the Stanford game. The Indians
pushed across three quick goals
in the third period before Menendez found a suitable replacement
in Valdis Scans.
Galeh will probably see action
in the USF game, but because
of a swollen hand he will play at
a fullback slot. Svans, who impressed Menendez with his goalproteeting in the Stanford match,
will be the starting goalie.
It will he the first of six league
, games for the Sp.,’ ’Ans.

D

PHONE CYpress

3.7550

SECOND AND SANTA CLARA
SAN

JOSE,

STREETS

CALIF

OPEN ’TIL MIDNIGHT

AUTO RACES
–- Argim
ickrk- 14
(iz.

Friday nites, Alviso Speedway
Saturday nites, San Jose Speedway

Have a real cigarette-have a

CAMEL

SJS Cross Country
action
league games Tearn Duels SFS

TuesIn the remainder of
day, two independent
were played. The 1)1)N nipped the
International Utilise. 7-0. Bill Alherts ran the Ione touchdown.
Fountain Hall and the Birchers
dueled to a 0-0 tie.
TOMOITOW’S action also includes
two independent games. Moulder
Hall No. 2 and ODN meet and the
j.I
the International
le ,
It

vross counThe San Jose
try team meets the San Francisco
State squad here tomorrow and
possibly the Santa Clara Valley
Youth Village.
I
The rare begins at 4 p.m.
I South Campus track.
San Jose State’s fmsh will also
j
run with the varsity.

at the I

How To Get a Shave
"RAZOR-BLADE CLOSE"
With Any Electric Razor
JUST PUT.Illianis I FrVetr
on your face beforehind! It does these three

SHAVE

things.
le Instantly evpo *****
perspiration to end rem, dreg

his
4 -Piece Combo Suit
available at:

k ri \la rti lie/
[Yu South First St, San Jose

2. Sets up your board for
quicker, closer shave
3. Ltthrocate your skin for
eninothnr, TOO, comfort’
able shave

williams

ctric

Shave

Toe
u
YoR
wag
s OrrWITH
AQUA VICLVAI
aqui +nave
luriori

Y--1

former Willow Gli.n Ill go
.,
stai and brother of the
man (V: Ken Berry. has %5.111
starting nod In the first two games’.
At fullback. Jim Josephson and
Duane Cargill who split the nlarl
jog mie in
1961. and Bruce
Synder, the 1960 regular are back.

MOST ON MAT
TOLEDO. Ohio I UPI I Russi:,
Faulkner. a strong-armed ,
Faulkner now leads the team swept both the free-style a/NI
in scoring with 25 goals in eight Greco-Roman competitions in the
forward. scored five goals to
1962 world wrestling champlorSan Jose State’s frosh water polo games. His shooting
.74 per cent. is also tops on the ships
squad to an easy win over Sequoia
SJS frosh.
High School, 13-5, Tuesday after Walton was pleased wit h t! .
noon in the Spartan pool.
defenske play
’
Coach Lee Walto s
Spart,
a- nni

know

meets

The Spartan gridders are in for ,
a rough time against the Oregon
Webteet this Saturday in Eugene.
The Oregon line is big and rnobile. It may be one of the best
the university has had in the past
SENCI’ll I years.
All-Atnerican Steve Its rnet t
I heads up the veteran line that is virtually two deep at every P0sition. Barnett and Mickey Ording, and All -Coast selection,
the standouts.
All hot two regulars. guard Al
Weigel and end Kent Petersen.
are returning. In addition to Barnett and ()Ming. end Greg Wit
haler, tackle Ron Snidow and center Rich Dixon are all back for
their t hi rd season.
The personnel is solid hut the
("irks face a tough schedule. Aftei
nog to Texas in a game that
cegon dominated. they whipped
Utah to even the wins and losses.
After San Jose the Ducks face
tough opponents in Ohio State,
ranked as the best in the country.
Rice. Washington. the Air Force
Academy. Stanford. Washington
’State and Oregon State,
Mel Renfro is the top performer
in the backfield, but the Webfeet
appear well stocked at the other
backfield positions. Doug P,,,,
the regular quarterback in 19c’
back hut sophomore I?.ob Berl:.

are

anything."

week!"

Lincoln

Wear the naturalshouldered jacket, reversible
vest and traditional PostGrad Slacks in a single
solid combination. For an
entirely different look,
flip the vest over to a
muted plaid that matches
the beltless,cuffless Piper
Slacks. Just ad-lib as you
go along and man, you’ve
got it made ata ny session !
The 4 pieces in understated colorings; $39.95
at swingin’ stores.

"I think it’s good for them to
play for the exereise and they’ll
learn a lot."
soft-spoken Kay
believes.

galore.

Manor,.
Intramural Director Dan I.,’nrult
said that there is a chance several
teams may hrke ineligible
, hat aren’t on the official
He said that any three
,hop the team entry ham,

you’re off & winging

All the males in the family will
play football too.

Dave confirms that he is through
playing football after graduation
in June but is looking forward to
Intramaral action for today is eoltehing the game in high schools.
I loaded with touch football games
Maybe one of the reasons Kay
and tennis tournament matches will be glad when Dave
is through

I DUI

,-

litnup,1.1

playing ball is because of the treFraternity teams swing back mendous appetite he Works up. "We
into action after beginning their eat dinner and before I’m through
season on Tuesday. The tennis with the dishes, he’s hungry again."
tournament commences this after- she jokes.
noon at 4 as the first round of
And just how fancy does a
play includes seven matches, with
football player’s wife have to rook
more to follow on Friday and Satto keep the athlete in good shape?
urday. Players should check with
"I just feed him whatever I’ve
the intramural office before noon
got around," is Kay’s answer.
today.
Probably the most "different"
In key battles Sigma Chi plays
aspect of being married to a footthe Phi Sigs. Sigma Chi downed
ball player rather than a regular
the Sig Eps on Tuesday. 12-0. The
student. Kay says, is the many
!Phi Sigs shutout PiKA. 8-0. in
nights she spends alone while he
their opening contest.
practices and at tends training
Theta Chi, another early fatable, and the heavy silences when
vorite. nieets
itoth teams
the team loses.
look tough as Thet,1 Chi tripped
"If they lose by a little bit, then
Sigma Nu, 13-0, :Ind ItsI’ 11141
, he doesn’t say a word for a week,
, Theta XI In a scoreless duel.
Coming off a rough effort also I hut if they lose by a lot, then
is DU which battled SAE to a that’s all I hear about for a
As Kay chatters on, noticeable in
13-13 tie. DU meets Theta Xi and
this should be a defensive battle. her vocabulary are such words as
But DU scores quickly. The team "interception" and "fumble."
"I understand it tfootball, but
struck deadly against SAE as it
tied the game in the final five I really don’t know too much
I don’t get tired
plays on two pass interceptions. about it. I
SAE puts its forces together of hearing about it," she mainagainst PiKA which went down to tains. Her familiarity with sports
defeat. at the hands of the Phi magazines and game terminology
shows she really means it, too!
Sigs.

STSIZTVC

Oregon’s Line May Be
Best in Recent Years

sits and there were eight
in mine, so we hope to have lots
of children."

The Sig Eps may run into more
trouble when they come up against
ATO. AT() is off to a fast start
this year and looks to be one of
the strongest squads as it clobbered Lamba Chi, 42-0. Gil Cyster
and George MacFarland were the
heroes as each scored two and
four TDs, respectively.
Lambda Chi and sigma Pi
ronnd not the fraternity league
schedule.
In the seven tennis matches a
force from 111! fraternity meets a
corners. Steve
ITISV of
F..
E.
Emanuel
I ROTC’ I, Ron Allen II )It I plays
Zoltan Csimma, last yvar’s all-colthampion from the ROTC,
am (DUI will play Bob
1,1.1 -pendent t, Wayne Holgoe, against Douglas
, !tali-pendent I, Stephan
!..-.
plays Ken Moeekle
Chi t. Rich Pointe DU I
, .Ji n
!competes against David Lohman
I Christian Home, and Root HanI Lad
sen ;DUI meets Ray

50

1

if

10%0411. .0(011’..s1
111,t;,\It

I IriAtY1
atiessesernrassis

The best tobacco makes the best smoke!

Ilnagrn

-!,iy riot

flAPARTAN DAIDLY

4

19C7

Spartaguide TV, in Person Study

Speech and Drama
Studio Hour Today
The first Studio Hour ot the
semester, presented by the Speech
:out 1,raima Department, will be
an orientation program held hstay
p.m al the Studio Theater
at 3
S1-1103
The Studio floors ale presetItt’d
each week by Speech .
the p
I amiliarite
It/
areas of the department.
Purpose of this hist prugra
to acquaint new speech ze.et
dram:i niajors. as well as otts-:
interested students with ac-tint
in the department.
Students from each area %sill
speak at the orientation. Man-f.y
Henry will discuss the San Jo -Players. student drama group, and
actiVitles ot theater and drama.
Raymond (10tiveia 5sill cosier
teacher education and ’run you
Vond
Soanes
speech zsetiicties.
will speak on the subject of speech
correction. A speech ,in radio-television will be given by Sue Doerr.
Raymond Baptista will discuss
oral interpretation. A demonstration will be given by Baptista, Lee
I:. ."r Grimes, Nick LyroArcher and Ata.

n sBoth Effective

alorns. The group
interpis
a folk song, ’The Deaf Woman s
Courtship ’
La-shments yid: be ptuvatist
.
o Sari Jost- Pi., o -

Grad Work
Meeting Set

Humanities Club, meeting so clii
Idol "Ancient Works: Egypt- to
slitt14’n, TH13, 7:30 p.m.

niis.iing tii
students 01
le possibility of graduate work
and
elsewhere is schedultst
:.
..5. 7, according to Dr. Hay- ’
: sBey, assistant to the dean
_00 division.

Speakers will be Dr. Elbe:
Sanford. dean of the graduate il.
vision at University of California
Dr. Conrad Wedberg Jr.. direct’i
of admissions at L’SC; and SJS
zcs sid,h
Wahlquist.

USED CAR CORNER
is

IltUktilL,

tot

it

(Class OF 51,
)199 S. Ftrst 5)
CY 27587

Archery, Field, 4:30

%

Corn -

Student

r

ORANGE JULIUS
Corner of So. First and San Fernando

Exam
Forms Here

Law

"A Devilish Good Drink"
"Try it You’ll Like it"

Ili...l-

Arnold Air Soviety, meeting,
T111:19, 7:30 p.m,
; TOMORROW

F-OR SALE
Lad Mar .
.
o ccc, evenit.i.
htte,
C ri

57 Buick Cent 21
.
S-2 SCtf. ff"
1957 Ford Ctry. Sed. -1-

1959 Ford Galore
$ica5

:’n 222 -

- name from
.ii.’.urages
club is
idental
The
.: interested students, acLouise Szikantini. pubirinan.
Chi is a group for stuChinese descent. It is a
: of the national Chinese
Inter-Collegiate Organi-

Flying Club Meets
Tonight at Airport

reer :nay sec-.
’he national 1..,5,
open to Isth men and
’ist 1962-0
;,11"ts and n n-pilots, will
nee Depart o :.
SJS
.,lit
at 8:31i ;it
cording to Dr. 1
1,-, facility on N. Coleman
p
i, cc.-.
ant professor ot
Administered by the E.,
’ccv to have a fly Fu,. apt ,or rent
Testing Service, Princeton.
Shaw of their ’
the tests will be given on N...
tiVing les11462 and Feb. 0, April 20 and ,Mig.
sons
1063.
3 rt." unfurn. apt 1’5 731 S. 3rd
..enteit ci Oh an
The admission exam is required
,imulati some of
by most American lass- .schools, ’’Plx)r?
w,-,rre^
4;4,
Apt, contract
.01. time ii.s-iist be CV 3
said Dr. Norton. Applications, ac- ft
tot a licetoo
a $12 foe. must
by
companied
WANTED
5 obtain lurther in ’...n two
’reach Princeton ma
’’coding the meeting
Elderly gentleman wishes young couple I weeks before
,r,.
I . t,
ici int; the club
id or"
rcerc(r 4,..toi,e01.e. Must be I
77 I -at
:
! Testing cent,
ad floor of the
t
the
trait’
cc
Stanford
i are.
tin,
S. Ninth St.
,flopp. $55 Apt to share - .
I University Id California .;.
1461 5
:..odr

sears.

Moped.
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Needed I

Students to Hear
Atomic Engineer

iticient Laziness: the goal if
creative engineering" will be explained to Engineering students by
a

General

Electric

Atomic

En-

gineer from Palo Alto, tonight at
7 p.m. in the Engineering Auditorium EL32.

...m....= m , mm. -am, ,m

62

49 Fod
3:15"’Ti’
Fencn

,Cing bike.

Or
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PERSONALS
AiJst
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Superfluous hair removed fon life. No
e F E 2:5 5, Ist. CV 9:4999,

RENTALS
RM. and K.P.
S. IC-----ISC, .hS
94---5 J Parl,ino &
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;
& 11.td
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SPC Asks Help
iamittee
spartar,

Typing -thesis, terra papers etc,
P- 3/2-6498.
Z:

tAtt,e men,

...epos,

r

;

Auto Insurance ,n

.9

74

N cc fu.n. apt
2 r.

mar

Share home.

_
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2 Vacancies
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THE NEW
MORALITY

the
:cad

in Octcher

ricic
Shin

REDBOOk
on sale now

=.

De
Fo

Sc

Juniorite capris
in extra durable blend
of wool and nylon!
Made to

Black, camel,
grey in short
regular 7 to
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TV COURSEDr. G. W. Ford, head of the Department of Secondary Education demonstrates the "Craig Reader," a teaching
machine, to Dr. John M. Hofstrand, associate professor of elementary education and Dr. John Wright, associate professor of
secondary education. Dr. Ford is coordinator for the televised
education extension course, "Classroom Communication," beginning Saturday over KNTV, channel II, at 9:30 a.m. Dr. Hofstrand
and Dr. Wright will moderate the television sessions. One unit
of credit is being offered.
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